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Introduction

Processes of lightning regulation are likely to be related to both transients that traverse the hot

leader or continuing-current channel and transients that retrace remnants of decayed channels and

can be considered as branch reactivation transients [3]. The class of luminosity transients that

retrace remnants of decayed channels is of particular interest of our study. An important point

is that to be reactivated, the leader branch must first decay. It was recently established [7] that

there exist two types of leader deaths: the first is common in both symmetric and asymmetric

transport systems, the second is the privilege of only asymmetric case. A symmetrical discharge

tree always remains “nailed down” to its point of initiation. So, the branches of its positive and

negative parts are in a symbiotic relationship and die off only when the power outages condition is

achieved at their tips. This option to turn off unbranched discharge channels was called “the death

of the leader” type [11]. The “cutoff” wave or the wave of switching plasma channels to a low-

conductivity state (Ngin et al. (2014)) starts at the periphery of the conducting system and moves

towards the main trunk. The propagation rules that describe “cutoff” wave moving downstream

and leaving behind “dry” canals were, for the first time, formulated for the lightning discharge

advanced model [8] and then were discussed in [16] and [7]. “The death of the leader” type also

works successfully in asymmetric systems and can be observed both in positive and negative parts

of the lightning tree. Meanwhile, the asymmetric case reveals a completely new type of leader

branches decay [7] that is fundamentally associated with the asymmetric behavior of the lightning

reversal point. This second type of current cutoff is caused by the competitive suppression of the

dominant leader side branches due to the reversal point movement toward the dominant leader tip.

Recoil leaders appear to be the most prominent examples of reactivation of decayed branches

of lightning discharges. Recoil leaders are bipolar and develop along the damped branches of the

positive leader, growing to the branch point with their negative ends [13, 18, 10, 17, 21]. The

direction of the recoil leader current in the reactivated channel retains the current direction in the

decayed channel. The reconnection of the recoil leaders with the main channel is accompanied

by an increase in the luminosity of the channel through which the recoil leader came, as well as

the main channel below the branch point, which is called the M-component [1, 9]. [10] stated

that “The mechanism of a recoil leader’s occurrence is still mysterious.” According to [7], the



emergence of recoil leaders is apparently associated with the reversal point backward movement

that can occur during both negative cloud-to-ground flashes, and the weakening of the positive

leader of the intra-cloud discharges.

Recently [4], using the mapping of lightning in the 30-80 MHz frequency range and the LOFAR

(LOw Frequency ARray) astronomical radio telescope, capable of resolving events with a step

of 1 µs in time and 2 m in space, discovered a new type of discharge activity (named by the

authors needle-like structures) that accompanies the development of a positive leader. Needle-like

discharges propagate radially from the hot channel of the positive leader at a distance of 30–100 m

with an average velocity of 3 ·105 m/s and have negative polarity (carry away the negative charge

from the channel of the main leader). The emergence of these “needles” along the positive leader

channel is recorded every 3-7 ms. [4] consider several versions of the formation of needle-like

discharges, the main of which is the removal of excess negative charge accumulated on the surface

of the hot channel of the positive leader due to its insufficient throughput. [7] argued that the

needle-like formations are ensured by reversal point movement towards the positive leader tips.

Detailed characteristics of ”needles” are presented in [5]. “Needles” were also observed with the

radio interferometer (100-200 MHz) [12] and speed cameras [14, 20].

Recoil leaders and needle-like discharges are transient events associated with dynamics of pos-

itive leader. Meanwhile, transients associated with the reactivation of descending negative leader

branches have recently been experimentally discovered [15]. [15] using a high-speed video camera

(20-µs interframe interval) images, and corresponding electric field records, reported, for the first

time, bright and brief reillumination and reconnection of abandoned, electrically cutoff stepped

leader branches to the parent leader system and named them “sparks.” They inferred that sparks

appear to be common features of descending stepped leaders. Recently [3] observed analogous lu-

minosity transients that reilluminated decayed branches of two negative stepped leaders in Florida

using visible-range and infrared high-speed video cameras.

To explain the luminosity transients in the descending negative leader, two mechanisms have

been proposed, in a sense complementary to each other. [15] hypothesize that “a spark occurs

when the potential difference across the cutoff gap becomes large enough to discharge (i.e., to

spark) across the gap”. As long as the abandoned branch is connected to the descending leader

system, its potential will vary with that of the leader system. However, if the abandoned branch

becomes electrically cut off, then it will thereafter retain the potential it had at the time of cut-

off. As the leader continues to descend, its potential increase while the decayed branch potential

remains constant. “Spark” transient occurs when the potential difference across the cutoff gap be-

comes large enough to discharge across the gap. The mechanism of reactivation of decayed leader



branches associated with formation of positive charge parcels during leader stepping was firstly

suggested by [3]. The step formation process at the downward moving leader tip necessarily gen-

erates an upward propagating current wave which carries positive charge upward, toward lightning

reversal point. [3] argued that “step-related positive charge waves (moving up along the channel)

may cause transients in the remnants of decayed branches at higher altitudes”.

In comparison of “sparks” with recoil leaders, [15] succinctly noted, “If a single mechanism

could explain both sparks and recoil leaders, then the two phenomena could be considered physi-

cally the same. At present, we do not see how our hypothesized spark mechanism can also explain

the occurrence of recoil leaders.” Making general overview of transient processes in lightning dis-

charges [3] summarized: “Our transients (and those of [15]) appear to be close relatives of recoil

leaders, just occurring in the remnants of negative branches and on a smaller spatial scale”. The

mentioned above concepts of transients associated with the descending negative leader seems to

be to a large extent “transient”. In order to reveal the reactivation mechanisms of the descending

negative leader branches and to establish consanguinity between different types of transient events,

it is necessary to answer the following set of questions. Is the negative leader capable of becoming

dominant? If so, under what conditions? Is it possible to link the typology of these transients with

the dynamics of the reversal point? What are the common and what are the differences between the

reactivation of branches of positive and negative leader? In particular, are the discussed transients

close relatives of the recoil leaders or not?

Dominance of Descending Negative Leader

The displacement of the bi-directional leader reversal point from the place of lightning initiation

towards the dominant leader tip is a fundamental manifestation of the lightning polarity asymme-

try [7]. Most often, the positive leader dominates, therefore the lightning current at the positive

pole exceeds the current at the negative periphery of the conducting structure. This fact has the

following explanation [19]. Electrons and ions as the main charge carriers in atmospheric air have

sharply different mobilities. This microscale cause has macroscale consequences: under atmo-

spheric conditions, the critical growth field of the conducting structure at its positive pole E+
s is

half the critical field at the opposite negative end E−s [2]): E+
s ' 0.5E−s . In general case, the pos-

itive and negative tips of the bidirectional lightning leader evolve at different altitudes. Therefore,

the last relation between E+
s and E−s should be rewritten considering the critical field exponential

fall with the altitude:

E+
s (z+)' 0.5E−s (z−) · exp

(
− z+− z−

H

)
, (1)



where z+ and z− are the characteristic altitudes of the lightning tree positive and negative extremi-

ties, respectively and H ' 8400 m. It follows from (1) that, in a homogeneous large-scale electric

field, the alignment of the critical fields E+
s and E−s occurs when the propagation altitude of the

negative leader tip exceeds the propagation altitude of the positive leader tip by about 5 km. Thus,

at the initial stage of the lightning development, when thundercloud electric field can be considered

uniform and the vertical extension of the discharge does not exceed several kilometers, the positive

leader always dominates.

However, at the lightning mature stage when the discharge tree vertical extent becomes sig-

nificant and the ambient field becomes strongly inhomogeneous the positive leader may lose its

exclusivity, if the potential drop δE−(z−) at the negative periphery begins to exceed the drop

δE+(z+) at the positive end by more than E−s (z−)/E+
s (z+) times:

δE−(z−)> δE+(z+) · E
−
s (z−)

E+
s (z+)

. (2)

Once the last condition is met, the Caesar’s laurels go to the negative leader and the reversal point,

which always runs after the winner, begins to move towards the negative leader end. This can hap-

pen when +CG flash produced by a supercell thunderstorm carries a positive charge from a great

height and the propagation altitude of the negative leader tip definitely exceeds the propagation

altitude of the positive leader tip by more than 5 km. The negative leader dominance in positive

lightning flashes can lead to the multiple strokes retracing the same channel to ground very similar

to subsequent leaders in negative lightning as was recently documented by [22]. According to fig-

ure 2 from [22], the typical height of the negative leader propagation made 7.5 km. They presented

54 multiple-stroke +CG flashes, in which subsequent leaders following a pre-existing channel to

ground.

This is the situation that can arise during the descending negative leader development. For

example, [3] observed luminosity transients for a pair of negative stepped leaders in Florida. As

far as the flash initiation point is about 7 km AGL (above ground level) in Florida,

E+
s (z+)' E+

s (0)exp(−z+/8400)' 200 kV/m. (3)

At the same time, the lowest negative leader tips are very close to the ground: E−s (z−)'E−s (0)' 1

MV/m. Then, in order to ensure the dominance of the negative leader, the field near its tips should

be more than five times higher than the field near the positive periphery.

As a descending negative leader similar to those studied by [3] and [15] approaches the ground

(especially during the last milliseconds of its development) it tends to be more branched. As a

result, the number of active leader tips and, hense, the capacity of the evolving stepped leader tree



drastically increases. Then lightning reversal point stops and begins to move towards the negative

leader ensuring the transition of the negative leader from a subordinate position to a dominant one.

This leads to the reactivation of de-energized branches of the positive leader by generating recoil

leaders, which, when connected to the main channel, carry a negative charge to the ground. In

turn, this leads to even greater increase in the periphery of the negative leader, closes the positive

feedback loop, and contributes to the further reversal point movement to the ground.

Transients Associated with Branch Reactivation

The paradigm of the reversal point moving towards the tip of the dominant leader allows us to

classify the main types of transients that support the structural and dynamic balance of lightning

system. Figure 1 shows six types of the reactivation transients, three for each polarity of the

dominant leader. Besides, a charge wave caused by the development of the lightning tree dominant

pole can interfere with a charge wave of the opposite polarity propagating from the lightning tree

subordinate end. The meeting of charged fronts of opposite sign is also accompanied by the re-

illumination of the channels where this meeting took place.

The dominance of a positive leader is shown schematically in Figure 1a and turns out to be the

most widespread. In this case, the evolution of the discharge in time is most often accompanied

by the movement of the reversal point towards the positive leader tip (red arrow in Figure 1a).

As first reported by [7], the displacement of the reversal point “downstream” from the initiation

point towards the lightning positive end activates a competitive suppression of the lateral branches

of the dominant positive leader. Indeed, as the reversal point moves forward, the potential of the

fixed branch point of the trunk channel decreases. Therefore, sooner or later, the weak positive

companion is de-energized. Within the framework of the model proposed by [7], the result of

the branches interaction – cooperation or competition – is determined by the sign of the interaction

constant of positive flows, which, in turn, is proportional to the charge of the channel corona sheath

and, therefore, changes its sign at the reversal point: mergers of flows in the negative half of the

lightning tree are replaced by branching of channels in its positive part (see Figure 2b in [7]).

As it was established by [7], the recharging of the leader corona sheath provides the reversal

point movement. Realized as a complex relaxation process the reversal point movement is not

“laminar”, but is an intermittent stochastic process. The rapid branching of the positive periphery

leads to a multiplicative growth of a negative charge wave. The movement of this wave from the

periphery to the trunk is accompanied by the increase of electric field fluctuations at numerous

branch points, causing the current of some branches to turn off. The decayed branches are stuffed



Figure 1: Schematic of the reversal point dynamics and related transient classification: the lightning discharge

principal direction of propagation is set by a) positive leader, b) descending negative leader. The conducting channels

are colored with corona sheath charge magnitude. The circle markers indicate the reversing points (zero charge levels

of the lightning channel corona sheath surrounding thin channel core). Red arrows pointing up and blue arrows

pointing down indicate the possible directions of the reversal point movement. The reactivated branches are shown

schematically in dashed lines and numbered from 1 to 6. The events represented by the red dashed lines correspond

to the reversal point movement towards the positive leader tip, while the events represented by the blue dashed lines

correspond to the reversal point movement towards the negative leader tip. Black arrows show the current direction in

the reactivated channels.

with a positive charge and subsequently can cause a negative breakdown that starts near the trunk

channel and propagates outwards in the form of recently detected needle-like structures [4] that

are directly related to the channel corona sheath recharge process [7]. This type of leader branch

reactivation is shown schematically in Figure 1a with red dotted lines and indicated by the numbers

1 and 2. The black arrows in the Figure 1a show the current direction in the reactivated channels.

These needles are negatively charged, distributed along the channel for hundreds of meters, and

flicker on average every 5 ms [4]. [12] have recently established that the trunk channel zone

with active needles kept a length of several kilometers and moved forward continuously as the

positive leader developed. Meanwhile older needles flickered less and less frequently while the

main positive channel extended.



To absorb a portion of charge and, therefore, balance the capacity growth at the polar regions,

relaxation time is required of the order of the circuit constant of the lightning channels conduct-

ing network, which makes typically several milliseconds [2]. Since lightning is a hierarchical

system of plasma channels the Maxwellian relaxation time of its conducting fragments increases

as their spatial dimension scales from the periphery towards the lightning trunk. As a result, the

charge wave caused by the dominant leader development is quickly absorbed in the periphery,

but relatively slowly reaches the reversal point. At a significant growth rate of the periphery of the

dominant leader, transients begin to develop not only near the trunk, but also on the branches of the

dominant leader. We inferred that the needle-like event marked with the number 1 in the diagram

of Figure 1a is to a greater extent caused by a decrease in the reversal point potential accumulated

over a time interval of the order of the main branch relaxation time. Meanwhile, transients marked

in the diagram of Figure 1a with numbers 2 take place “downstream” from the reversal point and

reveal the redistribution of the negative charge wave accompanied with gradual decrease of the

lightning tree potential at shorter time intervals. As the dominant positive leader develops, the

potential of the reversal point also gradually decreases [7].

The level of the positive leader dominance can vary significantly when the value and direction

of the external field changes. As it was alredy stated in Section , if the positive leader tips pass

zones of a relatively weak thundercloud electric field, while the negative leader, on the contrary,

reaches the strong field zone, lightning reversal point can stop and even move towards the negative

end. This retrograde movement of the reversal point leads to the reactivation of recently decayed

branches of the positive leader in form of recoil leaders [7], similar to that schematically depicted

on Figure 1a with a blue dotted line and indicated by the number 3. We come to the conclusion

that recoil leaders arise during the retrograde movement of the reversal point.

More importantly, the continuation of the reversal point retrograde movement (for example, in

situation when the descending negative leader tends to the ground as we show in Section ) can lead

to a change in the dominant leader. This process takes place in the last milliseconds of the life of

the descending negative leader and, therefore, should also be considered as a transient process. The

dominance of a negative leader seems to be a rare progress of events that requires the fulfillment of

the condition (2) and is shown schematically in Figure 1b. At the very beginning of the downward

movement of the reversal point, generation of recoil leaders can be observed according to the sce-

nario already discussed above (see transient schematically depicted in Figure 1a with a blue dotted

line and indicated by the number 3). Then, continuation of the reversal point movement towards

the lightning negative end (blue arrow in Figure 1b) activates a competitive suppression of the lat-

eral branches of the dominant negative leader and, at the same time, promotes the appearance of



new positive branches from decayed remnants of the negative ones. The correspondent transients

are shown schematically in Figure 1b with blue dotted lines and indicated by the numbers 4 and

5. The black arrows in the Figure 1b show the current direction in the reactivated channels of a

dominant descending leader.

The dominance of a downward negative leader develops as an irreversible explosive process.

[3] stated: ”Similar to the study by Stolzenburg et al. (2015), there was a tendency for transients

to be more frequent as the leader was approaching the ground and becoming more branched. Most

of them occurred during the last millisecond of leader development...” So, the positive charge

wave has no time to be completely distributed over the negative part of the discharge tree and

transients arise not only near the lightning trunk, but also on the side branches of the negative

leader. Therefore, both the reactivation mechanism proposed by [3] and that suggested by [15] do

not only complement each other, but are simply two sides of the same coin. Indeed, the transient

event marked with the number 4 in the diagram of Figure 1b is to a greater extent caused by

increase in the reversal point potential accumulated over a time interval of the order of the main

negative branch relaxation time. The downward descent of the reversal point is accompanied by

an increase in both its own potential and the potential of the entire discharge tree. [15] state that

“if the abandoned branch becomes electrically cut off, then it will thereafter retain the potential it

had at the time of cutoff. As the active parts of leader system continue to descend, the potential

of the leader system will increase while the potential on the cutoff branch remains constant”.

Meanwhile, the transients marked in the diagram of Figure 1b with numbers 5 take place down

negative stream from the reversal point and reveal the redistribution of the positive charge wave

at shorter time intervals in full accordance with the mechanism proposed by [3], who state that

the observed transients are “similar to the return stroke, except for the channel being not grounded

and the magnitude of positive charge injected at the tip being small compared to the negative

charge stored in the channel”. Surges of current of positive leader caused by abrupt jumps in

the positive periphery development can force the reversal point of the dominant negative leader

to stop and even start moving in the opposite direction, i.e. towards the positive end (red arrow

in Figure 1b). This retrograde movement of the reversal point leads to the reactivation of recently

decayed branches of the negative leader in form of transients, similar to that schematically depicted

on Figure 1b with a red dotted line and indicated by the number 6. [3] reported that for one event

the main channel luminosity enhancement was observed to occur above the branching point in the

frame immediately following the transient. This transient could probably serve as an example of a

positive recoil leader.



Conclusions

This study raised the following inferences that can serve as hypotheses for future work:

1. Branch reactivation transients appear to be essential processes that accompany lightning

discharge development and promote the lightning structural and dynamic balance through

maintaining zero-net charge of lightning tree. The ability of lightning as an open system to

maintain the constancy of its internal state is tightly connected with the lightning polarity

asymmetry: its morphological and transport properties are due to the violation of the struc-

tural symmetry of the discharge tree when the electric current direction is reversed. As a

result, lightning has a dominant direction of development and the lightning reversal point

movement from the place of initiation towards the development of the dominant leader is a

fundamental manifestation of the lightning polarity asymmetry.

2. Branch reactivation transients are accompanied with the leader sheath recharging processes

that provide reversal point movement towards the dominant leader tip. We investigate un-

der what conditions negative leader become dominant instead of positive one that keeps its

dominance in the overwhelming majority of situations. If during the development of a de-

scending negative leader the positive leader tips pass zones of a relatively weak intracloud

field, the positive leader may lose its dominant position. Then lightning reversal point stops

and begins to move towards the negative leader ensuring the transition of the negative leader

from subordinate to dominant position.

3. Based on moving reversal point paradigm, we classify the main types of transients associated

with the reactivation of decayed branches of dominant leader. We demonstrate that transients

caused by the reactivation of the decayed branches of the dominant negative leader are sim-

ply polarity antipodes of transients associated with the positive leader dominance. Moreover,

transients can be triggered by confluence of two lightning discharges (or their decayed frag-

ments) evolving in parallel provided that there is a sufficient potential difference between

their reversal points. We also show that the reversal point can move faster than the dominant

leader providing the subordinate leader decays.

In summary, we have inferred that as a geophysical system lightning gives us an amazing ex-

ample of “biological” behavior: the developmental homeostasis of lightning is carried out through

the birth and disintegration of discharge branches, as well as through transient events (including

the death and reactivation of old channels) that reveal the lightning ability to self-regulate through

maintaining a zero-net charge of its entire structure. Put it differently, for lightning, as well as



for living organisms, metabolism, i.e. the set of exchange processes with the environment, is a

fundamental condition for the preservation of its structural organization.
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